
 

 

   

Mossé Security's Advanced Product Evaluation Penetration 

Testing (APEPT) service is crucially instrumental in providing 

critical security information to organisations considering 

new solutions. The detailed product assessment 

information we provide is a pivotal to sage decision-making 

regarding any new software solution under consideration. 

Our service is viable for any products being considered and 

applicable throughout any area of the organisation. 

Our Certified Consultants complete in-depth testing on the 

proposed products to discover any possible, undisclosed 

vulnerabilities. Our APEPT results provide your organisation 

with a fully comprehensive picture of the security settings 

implemented within the products. Furthermore, we also 

give you the layout of how these could impact your 

business if the said solution product is implemented. 

Mossé Security delivers a comprehensive report with 

conclusive explanations regarding our recommendations 

on the Product Evaluation. 

BENEFITS: 

 
Expertise: 

Mossé Security evaluates products 

using advanced relevant 

techniques that threat actors are 

currently using against 

organisations with similar target 

profiles 

 

Informed Decision-Making: 

Mossé Security provides 

complete, in-depth information 

on the evaluated product’s 

security, enabling your 

organisation to make a 

knowledgeably informed decision 

 OVERVIEW 

PRODUCT EVALUATION 

Future Proofing: 

Mossé Security assists your 

organisation in making the correct 

decision when choosing new, 

products whilst ensuring that the 

continued security of your 

organisation 
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• Industry Reputation: Mossé Security has been operating 

since 2010 and has provided service and learning 

programmes to numerous top private sector companies 

and government entities worldwide. 

• Trustworthiness: Our clients consist of multi-nationals, 

financial institutions, and governments who trust us with 

the IT security of their organizations. Our services are 

delivered with the reliability and professionalism 

expected of a company in our field. 

• Candid Advice: We provide comprehensive and frank 

assessments of all security issues to assist our clients in 

making timely, informed decisions. 

• Expertise: Mossé Security has delivered hundreds of 

technical attack simulations and responded to hundreds 

of security incidents all over the world. This scope and 

experience makes us uniquely qualified to offer 

pertinent and timely security advice to our clients. 

Mossé Security offers Product Evaluation services for companies wanting to compare and confirm the effectiveness of 

enterprise security solutions prior to purchasing them. Our service provides your organisation with crucial, detailed 

assessments on desired products enabling you to make intelligent, learned decisions. Contact us today to begin this 

outstanding comprehensive service. 


